




RENOVATING AND BUILDING BEAUTIFUL  
HOMES FOR OVER 60 YEARS





WG Carter specialises in the 
renovation and construction of 
high quality residential homes 
across Oxfordshire and the 
Cotswolds. 

Our team of highly skilled 
craftsmen, site managers, 
contract managers, estimators 
and surveyors work together 
with the specifier and the client 
to deliver stunning homes 
that will delight owners for 
generations.  

SPECIALISTS  
IN HIGH 
QUALITY  
HOMES



RENOVATION OF 
COUNTRY HOMES
We have the knowledge, skill and passion to carefully  

renovate beautiful country houses and restore them to  
glory, bringing them up to date with the latest services  

and decoration whilst preserving their history and  
features for future generations.



PERFECTLY RESTORED 
FOR MODERN DAY LIVING



REFURBISHMENT 
OF TOWN  

HOUSES
Working within the confines of a town house, 

we create basements and loft rooms as well 
as carefully modernising traditional homes 

with stunning contemporary kitchens and 
bathrooms to suit town living.



COMBINING  
TRADITIONAL TECHNIQUES 
WITH MODERN METHODS 



OUTDOOR  
LIVING

We help clients make the most of outdoor space by 
transforming it into luxurious living areas.  

Converting barns and outbuildings or constructing  
new buildings to house cars, gyms and swimming pools,  

creating offices and games annexes.



BRINGING THE  
OUTDOORS IN



NEW BUILD
A new build home constructed to clients exact 

requirements with luxury finishes that will 
amaze and delight. We build to the highest 

specifications, working with the project team 
and interior designers to ensure that we 

deliver a dream home from start to finish.



BESPOKE EXTERIOR DESIGNS  
AND CONTEMPORARY INTERIORS



Whether it is converting old 
buildings, renovating period 
properties or building stylish 
new living spaces, we pride 
ourselves on our attention to 
detail. From the build quality  
to the project management,  
we ensure that every project 
meets the client’s time, financial 
and aesthetical requirements.

We work with creative and 
inspiring architects who push 
the boundaries of cutting 
edge design and combine 
style with modern living to 
achieve stunning extensions, 
conversions and completely 
new homes for the discerning.

IT’S ALL IN 
THE DETAIL







Formed over 60 years ago,  
WG Carter has a long history as 
a quality builder. 

The firm continues its rich 
heritage of construction, with 
major projects of bespoke town 
and country houses, historic and 
period properties as well as the 
construction of pool houses and 
recreation rooms for residential 
country estates.

A RICH  
HERITAGE



WG Carter Limited
81a Eaton Road, Appleton,  
Oxfordshire, OX13 5JJ
www.wgcarter.co.uk

Tel 01865 864626 
Email enquiries@wgcarter.co.uk

We would like to thank Anderson Orr Architects (www.andersonorr.com)  
and Studio Vero (www.studio-vero.com) for the use of their images.

“We have worked with WG Carter for many years because they consistently deliver exceptional 
standards of craftsmanship and outstanding project management.”
Neil Perry, Director, Anderson Orr Architects

“As far as builders go WG Carter are among the very best. Their quality of workmanship  
is outstanding and we have found them easy to deal with, professional and reliable.”
Mr Mike Tuckey, Buckinghamshire client

“WG Carter is a client friendly builder who is cooperative, helpful and totally understands what  
is required to deliver beautiful renovations and new build projects for the discerning.”
Mr Nick Fry, Cotswolds client

“We have worked with WG Carter on major renovation projects of several luxury houses.  
They have met our demand for high quality craftsmanship using their excellent experience  
in traditional and contemporary building techniques.” 
Matthew Sanders, Associate Director, Michaelis Boyd Associates

“WG Carter demonstrated a very good understanding of an historic building and coped well  
under pressure to accelerate and deliver a challenging build to a very high level of quality.”
Raimundo Torres, Commercial Director, Studio Indigo

TESTIMONIALS






